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E D I TO R I A L

Gimme my data
Ownership of supply chain data is becoming contentious
A good way to get vendors involved in pharma
cold-chain services and equipment looking sideways
is to ask them to provide the data they collect during
shipments and deliveries. In the frictionless, IoT
(Internet of Things) world we are entering, everyone
is supposed to know everything, all the time. The
reality is that dataloggers often require manual data
retrieval (as does the datalogger itself); and moreover,
only some of the data (such as internal temperature
of a parcel or pallet) is known. That’s like being told a partial baseball score is:
home team, 2 (riffing on an old George Carlin joke here!).
More data is being collected all the time—but it comes from different
sources, and there are different claims over ownership of it. A datalogger owned
by a pharma manufacturer, put into a shipment and delivered back at the
end of a trip is pretty clear-cut, but these days the data is often automatically
transmitted to a carrier’s database. Meanwhile, the 3PLs or freight forwarders
involved in managing logistics have their own data systems. More and more,
packaging vendors are providing containers with some form of embedded
sensors and communications, so they’re asserting their ownership of data, too.
Finally, there are independent communication and data-gathering services
(many of which are listed in the “Instrumentation and Data Collection” section
of the Vendor Directory on p. 38) who will provide as comprehensive a data
service as the client is willing to pay for. The biggest pharma companies might
have their own control tower that oversees shipments zooming around the
world; smaller companies depend on their 3PL partners, or carriers that they
have a relationship with, or simply hand it off to wholesalers (who have their
own tangled relationship with data providers).
All this is heading in a good direction: more data, combined with smart
analytics, will lead to more efficient supply chains and safer deliveries of
temperature-sensitive products. But there are going to be some bumpy and/or
costly roads to travel to get to this point, with various data collectors looking
for a fee for tracking a manufacturer’s product. The latest iteration of this
activity is to set up a blockchain to deliver data—and that might happen in a
way that rationalizes the data-gathering process (see p. 13).
Meanwhile, before we all get carried away with IoT and blockchain buzz,
here’s a cautionary note: in 2018, it is still a topic of lively discussion among
pharmacists on how to interpret the handwritten scrips of physicians.
(E-prescribing, which is in growing use throughout healthcare, is making this
go away. Still…) At least one pharmacy publication still devotes a page per issue
to the topic, which is usually looked on as a fun puzzle to figure out, until you
realize that misinterpreted prescriptions could have deadly consequences. To
quote another writer/thinker (William Gibson): “The future is already here; it’s
just not very evenly distributed.”
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OV E RV I E W

The 2018 Pharma Cold Chain:
Pharma supply chain managers now have options for
BY NICHOLAS BASTA

P

harma manufacturers have been able to deliver refrigerated products to patients almost
since the time when mechanical refrigeration was invented—the BioPharma Cold Chain
Sourcebook (see p. 18) cites instructions from Parke, Davis & Co. in 1919 to keep smallpox

vaccine refrigerated. Over the past decade or so, however, the pharma cold chain has become a
focus of most industry supply chain managers and—equally significantly—product and service
developers in packaging, logistics and transportation. Now, after waves of (packaging) product
innovation, investment by logistics service providers, and a thorough effort by pharma brand
owners to rationalize their delivery practices, a new pharma cold chain is emerging. Its features:.

• The most worry-free form of long-distance
(international) shipping remains air freight and the active
(powered) unit load devices (ULDs). As the most expensive
form of high-volume delivery, supply chain managers are
continually evaluating new containers and alternative
modes of transport like ocean shipping.
• Airports, air carriers and many third-party logistics
providers (3PLs) have substantially upgraded and
expanded their refrigeration storage capacity, so much
so that shipments can depend more on moving from one
temperature-controlled storage facility to another in the
supply chain, rather than express deliveries from the
manufacturer to a dispensing endpoint.
• Reuse of parcel and pallet shipping containers is
more of a reality today, meeting some of the sustainability
goals of manufacturers that have been talked about for
years. At the same time, the reuse “loop” is transforming
the business of temperature-sensitive packaging from the
purchase of single-use packaging, to the pay-per-use rental
or leasing model.
• Innovation continues both at the “upper end” of
temperature-controlled shipping—managing controlled
room-temperature products in the 5-30°C regime—and at the
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“lower end” of temperature-controlled shipping—cryogenic
containers and delivery services for the introduction of
cellular and genetic therapies (CGTs) to the market.
• More attention is being paid to the front end of the
biopharma supply chain—laboratories and manufacturing
facilities—and the back end or last mile—including delivery
of individual dosages to patients’ homes.
• CGTs, in that some of them involve the patient’s
own cells being extracted, transported to a pharma
facility and manipulated, then returned to the patient for
infusion, represents both the crowning achievement of
personalized medicine, and a radically different supply
chain. Commercial delivery to patients is very similar to
clinical trial logistics, and in fact, the clinical trial logistics
leaders are moving aggressively into managing this on
behalf of pharma clients.
• Finally, data—of the shipment’s condition in
transit, and of the overall logistics process—is becoming
a more sought-after element of supply chain management.
Geolocation of the shipment is a reality; the “internet of
things” (IoT) philosophy is taking hold via smart devices
that automatically report their status in real time. At the
farther ends of the digitization, developers are looking at
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more data leads to less risk

dealing with cryogenic to room-temperature ranges
applying blockchain technology to the cold
chain.

Standards and regs

Perhaps the broadest-based change going
on in the pharma cold chain is the adoption
of the CEIV Pharma certification, which now
has nearly 300 organizations globally involved
in renewing or receiving this designation.
The Center of Excellence for Independent
Validators – Pharma is an effort undertaken by
the International Air Transport Assn. (IATA)
to standardize (to the degree possible) global
practices for any shipment or trade lane that
involves air freight. But it goes well beyond air
carriers: airport ground handling providers;
warehouses that store pharma products for
Fig. 1. A World Courier worker fills a Savsu cryogenic dewar used for transporting
delivery to an airport; trucking companies
cell therapy materials. Credit: World Courier
that make such transfers into and out of
airports; and freight forwarders and 3PLs that
provided for an individual business (and by location); for
manage pharma shipments are all within scope. Arguably,
a “community” (an international airport and its associated
the only parts of global logistics that don’t fit are seaports,
service providers) or a “coalition” (a regional grouping of
and ground carriers that never deliver to an airport.
airports, facilities and providers).
“A chain is only as strong as its weakest link,” notes
CEIV certification involves a two-step audit by IATAAndrea Gruber, head of special cargo at IATA, under which
approved (but independent) validators, who bring a 300the CEIV Pharma program operates. Besides getting many
item list of criteria; the full program can take as long as
other logistics players involved beyond air carriers (who are
six months and usually involves training personnel in
the only formal members of IATA), the effort’s focus is to
addition to reviewing facilities and procedures. There are 10
“harmonize practices and requirements to a uniform level
validators currently; one company that touts the approved
globally, thus providing assurance to the pharma industry.”
auditors within its staff is 4advice, based in Mechelen, the
IATA started the CEIV Pharma program in 2014 in
Netherlands.
part for clearly competitive reasons: it didn’t want to lose
Although the goal is global harmonization, IATA’s
market share relative to ground and ocean transportation.
Gruber concedes that there will be national variations in
IATA has some standards that, in effect, have force of law
practices; Saudi Arabia, for example, requires all refrigerated
(such as regulations for cargo container construction),
pharma deliveries to be temperature-monitored, something
but CEIV Pharma is voluntary. Certification can be
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that is recommended but not required elsewhere. The
main standards involved are the EU Good Distribution
Practices (GDP) document, in place since 2013, and World
Health Organization requirements; national standards are
followed where applicable.
The list of organizations with CEIV Pharma validation
is long. Some highlights: Kuehne + Nagel validated its
entire air-freight network (86 locations) in 2017; DHL has
validated nearly all of its North American operations; and
the airports of Brussels, Miami, Singapore, Sharjah (Saudi
Arabia) have community validation. Delta Air Cargo was
the first US passenger-based airline to be validated, in
2017. But the program is not by any means universal; World
Courier, a leading clinical trial logistics provider, opted for
GDP certification (by a consulting firm called DQS) for its
global network of offices early this year.
Meanwhile, standards-setting is not a done deal by any
means. The US Pharmacopeia, which has a variety of standards
relevant to cold chain logistics, issued a draft version of USP
<1079> this summer, and is soliciting comments with a goal
of finalizing the standard in early 2019. USP <1079> is being
nearly totally rewritten; the new standard is focused primarily
on setting up quality management systems to oversee
logistics processes; it also refers to other USP standards for
stability testing and packaging.
Standards will continue to evolve, just as industry
practices have. “The industry has studied temperature and
humidity and how it affects medicines for many years,”
notes Rafik Bishara, a leading voice in pharma cold chain
practices and member of USP expert committees (see
p. 14). “Now, with new therapies such as personalized,
genetically engineered pharmaceuticals appearing,
additional factors such as shock, drop, shake, vibration and
pressure should be investigated.”

Shifting business model

Traditionally, bulk air shipments have been in palletsized unit-load devices (ULDs) pioneered by Envirotainer,
which introduced a powered version containing its own
heating and cooling unit in the mid-2000s. CSafe, DoKaSch
and a few others have similar units, and in
most cases, they are leased or rented, for
a set period of time or for individual
trips. (Since the units rarely leave
airplanes or airports, there’s little
incentive for pharma companies to
have their own stock of the units.)
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Fig. 2. Pelican Biothermal’s just introduced CoolPall Flex units
are modularized for handling different payloads at a variety of
operating conditions. Credit: Pelican
The world of parcel containers, whether for air or
ground transportation, has been a different matter. There,
the boxes are inexpensive (relative to the value of the
pharma products they are protecting); and most of the
materials (cardboard, foamed-plastic insulation, gel packs)
are disposed after a single use.
Two factors are changing this traditional dynamic: one,
client companies are calling on packaging suppliers to
provide a more integrated service, starting with the design
and specs of the container, preconditioning to deliver
them at an appropriate temperature, and helping manage
the logistics processes and data collection. Second, riskbased analysis of higher-value pharma products calls
for employing higher-quality containers, such as using
vacuum insulated panels instead of expanded polystyrene,
or advanced phase-change materials (PCMs) in gel packs.
Together, these factors make a reuse program based on
renting or leasing the containers, rather than a single-use
purchase, more feasible.
“We are promoting the concept of ‘cold chain as a
service,’” says Jay McHarg, CEO of AeroSafe Global.
“Clients should tell us what level of service they need, and
we provide the appropriate container, manage its reverse
logistics, and handle the client’s variations in container
inventory.” Pharma companies should not, in his opinion,
devote substantial warehouse space to storing and prepping
containers; by working with AeroSafe’s network of locations
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and service partners, these issues can be taken off the table.
AeroSafe is best known for its vacuum panels based on
a proprietary form of open-cell, carbon-based aerogels,
but it now offers a more economical line of EPS containers
as well.
“Our pay-per-use reuse program is the fastest-growing
part of our business,” says Ron Haub, commercial
director of Sonoco ThermoSafe, the leading pharma coldchain packaging vendor. “In the past, this was viewed as
something of a fad for ‘greenness’, but now the growth
of high-value products that require reliable temperature
control, plus the cost advantages that are available when
a container can be reused multiple times are making it a
reality.” Haub says that the success of the program for a
client depends on a well-characterized trade lane including
reverse-logistics capabilities (to improve the probability
of getting the box back), and accurately understanding the
environmental conditions of the lane. Vishal Khushalani,
global business development and marketing manager at
Sonoco ThermoSafe, notes that his company is unusual
in that it offers both bulk containers (pallet shippers) and
parcels, in five distinct insulation materials ranging from
EPS to vacuum panels. These degrees of freedom enable
the company to dial in the appropriate packaging materials
and designs, while evaluating the economics of reuse.
“Reuse isn’t going to work in all instances,” he says, “we
want to be proactive to provide options to clients.”
“Reuse/rental systems are another example of pharma
companies getting back to core competencies—which is
not packaging operations, asset management or logistics,”
notes Jamie Chasteen, sr. product manager at Cold Chain
Technologies (CCT). “We do conditioning and setup
of shipping systems, both parcel and pallet, from our
facilities, show up at your door, your product is placed
inside, and the container goes right out the door.” CCT has
facilities in the US, Latin America, and SE Asia as well as a
longstanding partnership with Topa Thermal Packaging in
the Netherlands for a European footprint facilitating reuse.
Pelican Biothermal, another provider of a range of
containers and materials, is investing heavily in its reuse
program. “We started the year with around 20 locations
that could accept our containers after use,” says Adam
Tetz, president. “By the end of this year, we will have 100
around the world. Our clients ship globally, so we have
to be a global provider.” Tetz says that a rental or leasing
program reduces the worries of clients whose shipment
volumes vary from month to month, besides reducing the
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complexity caused by preconditioning, container packout,
and managing the logistics of the out- and return-trips.
While the reuse programs are most suited to highperformance packaging solutions, providers of conventional
parcels (EPS insulation plus a gel pack) have not been
standing still. EFP, marketers of the PharmaTuff brand of
EPS containers, has done two things to address the market,
according to Keith Arentz, EFP president: It is building out
a network of other shaped-plastic foam manufacturers to
provide national coverage; and it is actively promoting the
recycling of EPS through membership in the EPS-Industry
Alliance, a network of foam processors that accept used
material for recycling. EPS recycling remains a challenge
(among other things, EPS is 98% air—a tough material to
transport economically), but EPS manufacturers note that
the volume of EPS in all applications continues to rise, so the
industry needs to continue developing a recycling pathway.

Active vs. passive

The reuse model, having been developed for bulk, air
shipments employing ULDs, is now being used against
those ULDs by vendors of passive shipping systems. This
active vs. passive debate has been going on for years in the
industry; on the one hand, active systems offer the best
assurance of keeping a shipment within its temperature
limits, but at higher cost; on the other, passive systems
provide economical air-freight rates while, say their
proponents, offering temperature control as reliably as the
active systems.
“Active and passive systems will both have a place in the
industry going forward,” says Sonoco ThermoSafe’s Haub.
“The deciding factor will be how to take risk out of the
equation—what is the best solution for a given trade lane.”
Envirotainer, known for its active systems announced
earlier this year that it now has over 1,000 RKN (active
units) in circulation around the world. (Envirotainer blurs
the distinction between active and passive by claiming
that its “t”-type units, which use dry ice rather than a
powered refrigerator, are still an “active” system.) CSafe, a
competitor, has just come out with a RAP-designated active
unit (“RAP” is airline-code lingo for size and refrigerative
capability), that can carry four US-size pallets or five Eurosize, to compete with the RAP-e2 unit Envirotainer has had
on the market for several years.
Meanwhile, passive systems vendors have been upping
their game for several years now, overcoming the relatively
poor reputation they had when first offering pallet-size air-
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freight containers. Pelican Biothermal has just introduced
its CoolPall Flex line (Fig. 2), featuring modularized
components and variations on PCM configurations for
both refrigerated (2-8°C) and CRT (15-25°C) shipping, and
claiming in-spec performance under nominal operating
conditions for up to 144 hours. Many other vendors have
similar designs.
Sonoco ThermoSafe now straddles the active/passive
debate, having acquired the PharmaPort technology two
years ago, and is now re-introducing it to the market
(Fig. 3). PharmaPort “uses a different active technology,
involving eutectic plates, fans and compressors to maintain
a constant +5°C temperature (“eutectic” material changes
its physical orientation as it warms).
Another element playing into passive ís favor is that
transportation providers, airports and air cargo companies
have substantially expanded their temperature-controlled

infrastructure around the world: shipments can now
hopscotch from one reefer space to another; active
containers can get a power recharge, and passive systems
can stay within a designated temperature, and sometimes
even have their PCM packs “recharged,” so to speak.
This PCM recharging takes a more sophisticated
knowledge of thermodynamics, says CCT’s Chasteen.
“Some vendors claim that by having their PCM system in
refrigerated storage, it is ‘hibernating’ and stopping the
qualification clock,” he says. “But what is really necessary
to accomplish this is to have a PCM whose freezing point
is higher than the refrigerator. The industry’s standard
5°C PCM will not truly hibernate, rather it will lose some
amount of ‘cold energy’ which reduces the remaining time
the shipper has left.” For this reason, CCT has developed
a proprietary family of gelled PCMs, including 3, 5, and 7°C
versions. The 7°C PCM provides 2-8°C protection, allows
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being loaded or unloaded; the reefer container provides
protection during the transit. The forms of blanketing have
multiplied, with some including fiberfill layers, bubble wrap,
and aluminized films to turn away sunlight.
The CRT scene
Cold Chain Technologies expects to make significant
When the EU GDP standards were promulgated
headway in this market with its KoolTemp GTS Enshield
in 2013, there was considerable attention paid to the
pallet blanket product, which incorporates its advanced PCM
requirement that all pharmaceuticals—not just 2-8°C
Gel. The gel, says Chasteen, is shape stableóthe PCM remains
ones—be transported within the temperature specified on
a flexible solid even at its thawed temperature, said to be the
the product’s label. Result: controlled room-temperature
first of its kind. (If the PCM packet were cut open, he says,
products (essentially, the other 90%+ of pharmaceuticals
it would not leak fluid. Conventional PCM ìbricksî are often
that are not refrigerated) need temperature control,
an open-cell plastic foam with PCM suffused within it and
possibly including CRT packaging.
if breached PCM will leak.) The Enshield knits together
The first industry response to this has been to tighten
multiple packets of the gel, thus providing the temperatureup the data and procedures for determining the stability
sustaining properties of PCMs in a blanket form. CCT has
budget of a pharma product—how long it can be outside
multiple versions intended for frozen,
its label temperature and retain efficacy.
refrigerated, and CRT applications.
Many products (especially oral solids)
Cost savings is the big driver of
are relatively immune to temperature.
blanketing. CCT claims a 50% savings
But the situation creates ambiguity:
when using its blankets, relative to a fully
some customs inspectors or health
equipped shipping container, depending
authorities are rigorous about the
on the specifics of a shipping lane; other
matter; others, less so.
manufacturers note that the lighter
The most direct way to address
weight, ease of application and reuse all
CRT temperature control is to adopt
combine to lower shipping costs, and
the same technology as refrigerated
thus making temperature control for CRT
containers—insulated boxes with gel
products, in particular, cost-effective.
packs. The challenge here is that it can
be more difficult to keep a product at
Fig. 3. PharmaPort 360 unit
Clinical trials; cellular therapies
room temperature (because of the mass
Clinical trial logistics is its own sub-specialty where,
of PCM material necessary) than a refrigerated product,
because of how critical trial results are to a drug’s
whose PCM can pack more cooling into a given mass).
Packaging vendors have also engineered two-component
approval, essentially no cost is spared to ensure safe and
PCMs, to protect against both the upper end and the lower
effective delivery, to and from the trial site. Well-insulated
end of the temperature range (this can also turn into a
containers, often transported via courier services, are
winter packout for cold, and a summer packout for heat).
common. The practices of PCI Pharmaceutical Services
In many cases, determining the necessary protection is
(which recently acquired Pharmaceutical Packaging
a combination of stability budget and the characteristics of
Professionals, a Melbourne, Australia service provider, to
the trade lane—it might be necessary only to protect against
expand its global reach) are an example: “PCI performs the
extreme heat (such as when product pallets are sitting on
tertiary packaging, but based on the needs of the study it is
a runway tarmac); the rest of the time, more moderate
not necessarily done right after secondary packaging. Due
temperatures can exist. This, in turn, is opening up the use of
to the fact that we hold material and ship on an as-needed
thermal blanketing—a wrap that encloses a pallet, and offers
basis to investigational sites, PCI chooses the optimal
several hours of protection against temperature extremes.
temperature-controlled shipping solution after considering
Q Products, a blanketing manufacturer, has marketed
the amount of material being shipped, the shipping lane,
its products successfully in such applications, including
and environmental conditions during transit. Most often
wrapping pallets that go into ocean-borne reefer containers.
PCI will perform this packaging but in some special
The blanketing can protect product while the container is
circumstances, PCI will use a third party specialty logistics
for single step conditioning in refrigerators, and recharges
during extended refrigerated storage while in transit.
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carrier to bring a pre-charged active system for transit.”
Pharmaceutical Commerce’s Cold Chain Sourcebook
estimates the 2017 clinical trial logistics market at $3.4
billion overall (with much of it requiring temperaturecontrolled services regardless of the compound being
investigated). Within that, however, there is a boomlet
around cellular and genetic therapies (CGTs) that involve
the latest gene-editing techniques. The fact that many
of these therapies are tied to a patient’s own cells (the
ultimate in “personalized medicine”) puts a heavier burden
on the logistics component of the process: the right cells
have to be delivered, within narrow timespans.
“The challenge is that fresh cells, from and back to the
patient, are best; this puts constraints on how the trials
are performed, or how commercial therapy is carried out,”
says Simon Ellison, CGT service director at World Courier.
“Cryopreservation is often necessary for the processed
cells, but it’s a balancing act to preserve as much cell
viability as possible.”
Ellison, who notes that his company has been involved
with CGT since 2005 and currently handles half of the
growing number of trials around the world, says that the
researchers are so focused in their early stages on finding
a therapeutic pathway, they lose sight of the logistics
obstacles in their way. “Many of the CGTs are targeted
initially for rare diseases, and of necessity, finding patients
with those diseases is often a global undertaking.”
The CGT field is already affecting logistics technology.
Earlier, says Ellison, drug developers didn’t realize that
some conventional laboratory dewars (which are used
for cryogenic storage) didn’t fit or couldn’t be used
for air freight. World Courier has now partnered with
two of the firms offering tailored solutions: Savsu (Fig.
1) and Cryoport. Evidence of how the CGT boomlet is
benefiting logistics service providers can also be seen at
BioLife Solutions, which manufactures cryopreservation
fluids used in both clinical and commercial development:
the company saw a doubling of revenue in Q2 2018 over
the year before, and then garnered a $20-million capital
investment from a private equity firm. (BioLife is part
owner of Savsu.)

Bring me the data

While all these materials and process innovations
are occurring, the most dynamic part of cold chain
logistics is data collection. Data has long been a part of
the process, to ensure that standards are being met, but

increasingly, data are being used to rationalize the entire
logistics process. An example of this is seen with Sonoco
ThermoSafe’s PharmaPort 360, which features FAAapproved communications that include geolocation along
with internal and external environmental conditions, as
well as status checks of the container’s components. “Aside
from the temperature control technology, we have clients
that are as interested in the data gathering capabilities
of PharmaPort,” says Sonoco’s Khushalani. The GPS
capability means that the shipment can be tracked in real
time (at least, while a plane is on the ground, since in-flight
communications are forbidden by air regs); when matched
with the temperature data, a more complete picture of a
transit is created. The equipment status capability is of value
to DHL Global Forwarding, which is partnering with Sonoco
ThermoSafe in providing the service. “Getting equipment
status enables us to anticipate potential problems, rather
than simply reacted to what has occurred,” says Dave Bang,
global head of temperature management solutions at DHL.
“If you’re collecting internal condition data only, that is
for compliance,” says AeroSafe’s McHarg. “With external
data and location, now you’re not just checking on the
status of a box; you’re evaluating your entire supply chain.”
Bringing all the data together is an example of
the “internet of things” (IoT) approach, with multiple
sensors providing information and intelligence. But, as
IoT advocates are finding in other industries, getting all
the data from multiple supply chain participants is not
straightforward. One potential solution to this is adopting
blockchain technology, wherein various parties would share
information on purpose-built network. This is the subject
of study at the Center for Supply Chain Studies, which has
20-odd organizations participating in a proof-of-concept.
At least one cold-chain equipment vendor, SkyCell, says
that it has already built a blockchain network to provide
clients data access with its pallet-scale shipping containers.
Ultimately, manufacturers will have to decide how
much control and oversight they want to exert on their
logistics services and equipment providers, and how much
they want to leave in the hands of their providers. Robert
Coyle, recently appointed SVP for planning and strategy
at Kuehne + Nagel, says that it is striving to be the trusted
advisor to its pharma clients, handling not only shipments
but also contracted logistics services (including being a
4PL, or manager of various 3PLs serving global pharma).
“We want to be the critical glue bringing data to provide an
integrated, end-to-end supply chain,” he says.
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A Conversation with Rafik Bishara
Known as the “King of Cold Chain,” Bishara looks both back and
ahead at progress in upgrading pharma’s logistics practices

A

fter a long tenure at Eli Lilly and Company, Rafik Bishara, PhD, entered a new phase
in his career: a globally recognized authority on how the transportation, storage
and distribution practices of the global pharma industry are defined and regulated.

Even while at Lilly (from which he retired in 2004), he was instrumental in organizing the
Pharmaceutical Cold Chain Interest Group (PCCIG), which began as an ad-hoc effort under the
aegis of the Parenteral Drug Assn.
Dr. Bishara came to the US with a pharmacy degree from
Cairo University in 1967, and added masters and doctorate
degrees (PhD in bionucleonics from Purdue University) to
that. Starting as a bench chemist, he rose through a variety
of postings, eventually becoming Director of Quality,
Knowledge Management and Technical Support. Along
the way, he published prolifically; his c.v., which runs 23
pages, lists over 219 publications, training and conference
proceedings.
For the past two decades, attendees of practically most
conference involving life sciences cold-chain logistics,
anywhere in the world, were accustomed to seeing Bishara,
usually as the meeting chair, moderator or session leader,
and certainly as a voice from the back of the room offering
meaningful suggestions. (At presstime, he was scheduled
to do this, again, at a new conference called FlyPharma,
Miami, FL, Sept. 11-12; Pharmaceutical Commerce will also
be on the agenda.) He is speaking at the 16th. Annual Cold
Chain Global Forum, Philadelphia, Sept 26.
Bishara has also been an instructor and a mentor at
PDA and WHO, respectively, and other organizations. He
has served on several task teams of US Pharmacopeia, and
maintains an active Technical Advising practice.
Pharmaceutical Commerce sat down with Dr. Bishara
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recently to talk about how the field of temperaturesensitive healthcare products is evolving; here is what he
had to say.

1. Tell us about the early days of PCCIG, and the
state of the art in managing the cold chain at
that time.

As a group leader at Lilly, and then as a manager
overseeing development through manufacturing, I got to
see pharma commercialization at first hand. I had become
involved with quality regulations and stability studies to
determine expiration dates for Lilly drugs. That led to work
with the US Pharmacopeia, and led to collaboration with
Robert Seevers, PhD, then an FDA reviewer, who eventually
joined me at Lilly. Together, we saw how the emphasis in
industry was changing from small molecule pharmaceuticals
to large biomolecules, proteins and peptides. These are
fragile molecules, sensitive to heat or freezing.
Colleagues in the industry and I realized that we needed
to pay attention to develop standards for the storage,
handling and distribution of these products, even though
the industry practice had been to, in effect, develop new
products and “throw them over the wall” to warehousing
and distribution to worry about. Shipping practices at the
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time were more “tribal knowledge” than science-based
practices. So, what started as a discussion group within
PDA became an interest group, Pharmaceutical Cold Chain
Interest Group (PCCIG), and because I was so vociferous
about this topic, I was chosen as chair. This led to the
publication of PDA Technical Report No. 39, Cold Chain
Guidance for Medicinal Products, in 2005.* With the help
from our colleagues in Europe we revised the US-centric

document to include the European points of view and the
updated report was published in 2007.
At this point it became apparent to me that an European
PCCIG needed to be formed. Thus, with the help of the
Georg Roessling, PhD, VP PDA Europe we formed the
PCCIG – European Branch. The leadership was eventually
taken over by a dear colleague and friend Erik van Asselt,
PhD, a QA and stability specialist at MSD, The Nederlands.

*The PDA PCCIG was a prolific generator of fundamental reports for the industry in the following years: PDA Technical Report No. 39 was followed
by TR 46, Last Mile: Guidance for Good Distribution Practices for Pharma Products to the End User (2009); TR 52, Guidance for GDP Practices:
GDPs for the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain (2011); TR 53, Guidance for Industry: Stability Testing to Support Distribution of New Products (2011);
TR 58, Risk Management for Temperature Controlled Distribution (2012); TR 72, Passive Thermal Protection Systems for Global Distribution:
Qualification and Use Guidance (2015). Some of these reports have been revised and updated since original publication.
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2 . To d a y , t h e re a re m a n y b u s i n e s s a n d
professional organizations who have a say in
pharma logistics. How did this diversity come
about?

In its early days, PCCIG was an active, dynamic group
of scientists, analytical chemists, quality managers and
others—nearly all of whom were volunteers contributing
their time and efforts to improving industry practices. Over
time, other parts of the pharma supply chain—wholesalers,
freight forwarders, contract packaging organizations and
others became involved. There was some resistance to this
among pharma industry managers who believed that they
should be the only voice guiding the industry, and that
outsiders didn’t “know the business.”
At the same time, some industry organizations in the
logistics field simply didn’t think that a focus on pharma was
necessary, since it is such a small part of the global logistics
industry. I said, “Excuse me? The vaccine or medicine your
family might need is less important than the bananas or
electronics you might be shipping? What can you do about
ensuring that these life-saving healthcare products do not
get frozen or overheated while being transported?”
You might say that PCCIG led the charge, but soon
enough, other parts of the supply chain recognized the
importance of handling, storage and distribution practices
for healthcare products. A good example is the International
Air Transport Assn. (IATA), where we began to hold
meetings in the mid-2000s, eventually to develop the Time
and Temperature Work Group, and the publication of 7th
edition of the Perishable Cargo Regulations in 2007. That,
in turn, led to the development of the Center of Excellence
for Independent Validators – Pharma (CEIV Pharma),
which is being widely adopted in air cargo.
A similar story can be told about ISTA, the International
Safe Transit Association: Working with PCCIG, they updated
their testing procedure for insulated shipping containers in
2011, now known as ISTA Reference Standard 7E.
Perhaps the biggest change in recent years was the
development of the Good Distribution Practices guidelines
in the European Union; these came out in 2013 and set up
quality standards that are now followed in much of the
world. I used to tell people, “Before you go to bed, say
your prayers, and then pull out the EU GDP standards
for a brief reading,” because they are so important to the
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industry. Now, however, the latest standard from the US
Pharmacopeia, Chapters <659>, <1079>, and the proper
use of Mean Kinetic Temperature (MKT) deserves your
attention. May I recommend that you check the USP
Pharmacopeial Forum published in July Volume 44 (4) and
note that the comments should be sent to the USP before
the end of September 2018. It was published this summer,
and comments on it are being received by USP even now. It
is scheduled to become final next year.
I am very humbled about all the efforts that many, many
people have made over the years to make all this possible.
I like the saying, “A trumpeter never stops moving his/
her fingers”—that’s how I feel about advancing industry
practices in pharma logistics. It is so important, because
it involves life-saving products, and should be an ongoing
process.

3. Is the industry “done”? Are all the standards
and practices now in place, and are they being
followed adequately?

In the past 15 or 20 years, the industry has moved from
having ‘compartments’ that handle research, manufacturing
and distribution. It used to be that R&D would hand off
a product to manufacturing, and they would do the same
for distribution. Now there is recognition that developers
need to be involved with logistics from the very beginning
of drug development. I have seen the needle move at
the big pharma houses, making sure that the efficacy
of products is not compromised in the supply chain. Is
everyone complying? No, but the majority are following
best practices. And this doesn’t mean that newcomers to
the industry are ready—they need to be educated about the
‘why’ and the ‘what’ of good distribution practices (GDP).
With that, the ‘how’ becomes easy.
Today, there are two schools of thought about
monitoring shipments. One school is, I monitor every
shipment, and I have data for that shipment; the other
school is, I have studied my trade lanes, performed summer
and winter condition studies, and qualified my processes.
But for that latter school of thought, a risk is being assumed
that an inspector may ask for specific data of a shipment on
a specific date.
Another important issue is the ‘last mile’ in distribution—
what happens when a drug is handed off to the members
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c o m p r o m i s i n g t h e q u a l i t y,
of the supply chain between the
integrity, potency and efficacy
manufacturer and the patient.
of the medicines and vaccines
The farther away you are from
The subject of logistics security
due to temperature excursions
the point of manufacture, the
as an example. The use of these
less control you have over what
is more important today. Theft,
degraded products did not help
is going on with your medicines.
counterfeiting,
tampering
and
the patients and have caused
In this regard, the factors such as
serious side effects including
quality agreements, contingency
diversion have recently increased.
death. Currently, with these new
planning and real-time data
regulatory and pharmacopeial
become quite important to
While this has always been
standards, I have some peace
manage a secure, temperatureoccurring in the industry, the high
of mind that we are all working
controlled supply chain.
together to provide the end user
Also, we have studied
value of new medicines attracts
patient with safe and efficacious
temperature and humidity and
medicines.
how it affects medicines for many
more illicit activities.
I’ve been blessed to work
years. Now, with new therapies
with wonderful colleagues over
such as personalized genetically
the years. It’s important to keep
engineered pharmaceuticals
positive attitude, invite people in
appearing, additional factors such
to share their experience, and to continue to educate
as shock, drop, shake, vibration and pressure should be
oneself. I try to share my knowledge with anyone who
investigated. If you shake a protein compound in solution,
asks me—and this is important now in other parts of
it often may aggregate, which denatures the drug or vaccine
the world where industrialized-nations practices are
and makes it lose efficacy. Now we’re hearing about using
not well established. A Caution I always share with
airborne drones to deliver medicines—what effects from
my colleagues in the pharma supply chain is that the
differential pressure and vibration might occur there?
quality standards should be global because the patient
These factors need to be studied.
in the USA, Europe, or Japan is as important to me as
The subject of logistics security is more important
the patient in Africa, Asia, Latin America or any other
today. Theft, counterfeiting, tampering and diversion have
part of the world. However, while we in the western
recently increased. While this has always been occurring in
hemisphere have the proper infrastructures many of the
the industry, the high value of new medicines attracts more
developing countries lack them. This then requires us to
illicit activities. At the same time, the internet has made it
be creative and innovate proper packaging, monitoring,
so easy to order medicines from anywhere in the world—
transporting and delivering the vaccines as an example
but I worry that many consumers are looking only at the
in a way that will help the child or patient. The WHO has
price of the medicines they buy, and not worried about the
many documents and standards that should help all of
quality. Here I would recommend following another group,
us as experienced or new commers to the field of secure
the Pharmaceutical Cargo Security Coalition, led by my
temperature-controlled pharma supply chain.
good friend Chuck Forsaith. Familiarize yourself with the
I would like to ask the readers and colleagues to reflect
valuable work by the Rx-360 group, and know the standards
on “what have you done to one of those least of your
that are developed by the TAPA organization.
brothers and sisters?” I challenge myself on a daily basis to
In the past, prior to the current Good Distribution
answer this question.
Practices (GDPs) such as PDA Technical Report No. 52,
Last but no least I am always remembering a saying we
the EU GDP, the revised USP Chapters and proper use
had at Lilly: “Take what you have today and make it better
of the MKT mentioned above, incidents of mishandling,
for tomorrow.”
due to human errors and improper training, resulted in
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Biopharma cold-chain market forecast
More biologic-based therapies translates into more cold chain activity. As yet,
BY MARK LIPOWICZ, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

T

he 9th edition of Pharmaceutical Commerce’s Biopharma Cold Chain Sourcebook
details a trend that has continued almost since the first edition in 2008: biologics
are entering the market at substantially higher rate than small-molecule drugs;
combined with the growth of vaccines (which typically are temperature-sensitive
products as well), the overall sales volume of temperature-controlled pharma products is
growing at twice the rate of the pharma industry as a whole.

Organizations such as the Healthcare Distribution
Alliance report that, for its full-line wholesaler members,
7.6% of their stockkeeping units require refrigeration
(2017-8 HDA Factbook). By comparison, HDA also reports
that, among specialty distributors, 49% of their warehouse
volume is given over to refrigerated or frozen products
(2017 Specialty Distribution, Facts, Figures, Trends).
Moreover, the gradually broader adoption of Good
Distribution Practices (GDPs) means that more pharma
products are being required to demonstrate compliance with
the temperature range listed on their labels. Translation:
controlled room-temperature products need better
management of the environmental conditions under which
they are shipped. If refrigerated products represents 7.6% of
current pharma volume, then “non-refrigerated” products
represent the other 92.4%. Industry sources report that
manufacturers are being selective in adding temperature
monitoring, insulation and environmental conditioning to
their shipments—but the volume of these are increasing.
The Sourcebook, as in the previous editions, is premised
primarily on two things: a methodical review of the labels
of most common pharmaceutical and biotech products to
calculate how much of the overall pharma supply chain is
dedicated to cold chain practices; and an analysis of as much
data as can be collected on the costs of pharmaceutical
logistics in the US and globally. A third element is an
evaluation of the pharmaceutical “pipeline”—the pace at
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which drugs under development will come on the market,
and how the market will grow for those and for existing
commercial products. The forecast timeframe is five years
(2016-2022).
A cautionary note: Unlike, say, the movement of
automobiles, consumer electronics or other products, the
movement of pharmaceuticals is complex at the front end
(where products are manufactured, then packaged and then
shipped, at the back end (where they are dispensed at retail
pharmacies, hospitals, clinics, direct-to-patient and other
channels), and in the middle (where wholesalers handle the
bulk of products, but many are handled by manufacturers
working directly with third-party logistics providers—3PLs);
there are also many intermediate transfers from, say, a 3PL
to a wholesaler, or one wholesaler to another. Products
are packaged in cases, the cases in pallets, and the pallets
are broken down to cases or even individual packages at
different points and at different times. Obtaining an
absolutely objective view of all of this is next to impossible.

Pharma volumes and logistics

As of 2018, global sales of biotech drugs and biologic
products exceed $300 billion in value, and the special logistics
for maintaining the quality of such temperature-sensitive
products as they are shipped from manufacturers to hospitals,
clinics, pharmacies and patients around the world account for
more than 17% of all biopharma logistics spending.
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new cellular and genetic therapies are a minute part of the overall market.

Figure 1 Sales of cold-chain drugs and biologics will outpace
overall industry growth through 2022

Figure 2 Cold-chain logistics spending is forecast to grow from
$13 billion in 2016 to more than $18 billion by 2022.

Our updated forecast for cold-chain logistics spending
in 2018 is that it will be more than $15 billion worldwide,
in an $82 billion overall pharma logistics market, of which
$10.6 billion will be transportation and $4.4 billion will be
specialized tertiary packaging and instrumentation such as
insulated boxes, blankets, phase-change materials, shipping
containers and various temperature sensors and recorders.
By 2022, cold-chain biopharma logistics spending will expand
to more than $18 billion. The bulk of this spending is on 2-8
°C products. The amount of frozen and cryogenic products is
small by comparison.
There is a trend toward more spending on devices and
system for controlled-room-temperature (CRT) shipping,
but to date, most of this involves more careful monitoring
of shipping conditions, and greater use of temperaturecontrolled transport vehicles, and not necessarily extensive
use of insulation or other environmental controls. With
the expansion of cord-blood stem cell products, and other
cellular therapies, there is also a trend to more cryogenics,
below -150°C conditions maintained typically with liquid
nitrogen, and some products that must be monitored
carefully at room temperature.

The overall $82 billion biopharma logistics market can
be further broken down by what is spent for transportation,
and what is spent for packaging and instrumentation.
For 2018, the breakout for cold-chain and non-cold-chain
transport and packaging is shown in the following figure.

Figure 3 About $15 billion will be spent on cold-chain logistics in
2018, in a global biopharma logistics market of $82 billion.
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Finally, there is an analysis of logistics by mode—air,
truck and ocean shipping. Most intercontinental shipping
of cold chain products is by air. “Parcel” is generally
regarded to include packages smaller than pallets, and
shipped internationally by air. Domestic parcel delivery is a
combination of air and truck transport.

Hundreds of trials are being conducted around the
world involving CGT approaches; various parts of the
pharma industry, medical centers and logistics service
providers are gearing up for expanding this form of
treatment. As yet, the volumes of product involved is
minuscule, but the outlook is very bright.

Clinical trials logistics forecast

The Sourcebook also evaluates logistics spending trends
in the clinical trials market. There are both pallet and
parcel shipments of clinical trial materials, but no good
way to characterize their respective volumes. A factor that
is somewhat outside the scope of the Sourcebook is return
logistics that occurs during clinical trials—the delivery
of, for example, blood or tissue samples from a trial. Our
analysis is based primarily on the trend in trial startups,
enrollments and locations, along with estimates based
on how much of a trial’s budget is dedicated to logistics
issues.
Figure 4 Most cold-chain transport spending in 2018 will be for
air and parcel shipments.

Cellular and genetic therapies

Extraordinary excitement is being generated around
the introduction of cellular and genetic therapies (CGTs),
many of which are created from the patient’s own
cells. Novartis’ Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel) and Gilead’s
Yescarta (axicabtagene ciloleucel) are the first such drugs
approved by US FDA, in late 2017. Yescarta, a lymphoma
treatment, is engineered from T-cells extracted from the
patient’s own blood couriered to a plant in California.
After about 17 days of processing, the Yescarta product
is couriered in a frozen state to a treatment center where
it is stored, then thawed and immediately infused in the
patient.
CGTs are a radical departure from conventional
manufacturing, in that the manufacturing process is for a
single patient, and also that the process is a closed loop,
starting and ending with the patient. There are efforts
going on to develop “allogenic” therapies (which can
use a single source of cells, but can be administered to
multiple patients), but as yet this form of CGT is still at the
laboratory stage.
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Figure 5 Clinical trials logistics spending is trending up, from a
base of more than $3 billion annual spending.
Clinical trial logistics involves shipment of products
to be used in trials to study sites which may be dispersed
around the globe, as well as shipment of medical samples
to centralized analytical laboratories. This year we are
updating our estimate for the market size to about $3.4
billion in 2018, with a small part of the increase due to
counting in “early phase 1” trials (about 2% of the total
which exceeds 7,000), but mostly due to continued growth
in the number and enrollment of trials, as well as pharma

R&D. Based on estimates of
trial volume, and location,
and industry R&D spending
overall, our forecast now is
for a continued expansion
of clinical trials logistics at a
rate of 2-3% per year, to about
$3.7 billion by 2022.
To the extent possible,
Pharmaceutical Commerce’s
analysis of the biopharma
cold chain is based
on a large number of
government, industry and
private-company data and forecasts, both of volumes and
costs. This analysis is supplemented with direct contact

with many of the leading
pharma companies as well
as logistics providers in
the market. The analysis is
refined as more data become
available from year to year
(so, to a certain degree,
it is not valid to measure
the forecasts in an earlier
edition of the Sourcebook
with later editions.) On the
other hand, our analysis,
confirmed by eight years of
publishing the Sourcebook,
has been validated by numerous consumers of the
publication and its data.
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The New PharmaPort 360: A Solution for Challenging
Sonoco ThermoSafe and DHL Global Forwarding meet the needs of shipping

T

oday’s pharma cold chains are more complex
hours in constant +30°C heat (and over 100 hours in
than ever. Bulk shipments of highly valuable
controlled ambient conditions). (“Eutectic” refers to
biologics and other cold chain products are
the plate’s ability to absorb or give up energy while
moving through national and international transits, while
maintaining a designed-in, steady temperature. In fact,
meeting tighter regulations for performing to exacting
the PharmaPort is automatically centered on 5°C without
temperature ranges; integrating well with fast-moving
operator adjustment.)
logistics processes; and providing greater access to
Once the PharmaPort is charged (by simply plugging
operational data on environmental conditions inside and
it into any world power source), the compressor and
outside the container. All the while,
heater shut off, and fans circulate air
managers are looking to keep a tight
within the container, accessing cool or
rein on operating costs.
warm air from the eutectic chambers as
Technology has developed at
necessary. As a result of this energya pace commensurate with the
efficient process, there is no noise or
more complex supply chain. Better
hot air discharge from the container.
insulation materials, higher reliability
Operational experience demonstrates
in cooling processes; and electronics
that the PharmaPort can maintain
to streamline the collection and
its +5°C set temperature to within
documentation of shipment data
+/-0.7°C, even during around-the-globe
are more readily available. One
air shipments.
of the more competitive areas of
Dimensionally, the PharmaPort 360
pharma cold chain technology is in
is
a
rectangular box, with rigid walls (see
Fig. 1. PharmaPort 360 unit
the movement of pallets of product,
table for dimensions). Use of high-tech
whether by air or other transportation modes. This is
vacuum insulating panels help protect shipments while
where Sonoco ThermoSafe’s PharmaPort 360 operates,
maximizing payload space. On aircraft, the container
and recent operational experience demonstrates the
fits within a standard NAS cookie sheet; depending on
benefits of deploying the latest technologies.
customer requirements, even two PharmaPort units can
“Active (powered) pallet containers are preferred
be positioned on the sheet.
by many biopharma manufacturers because of the
PharmaPort has had FAA approval ever since it
reassurance they provide in keeping high value product
came on the market; additionally, it has World Health
within specification,” says Chris Day, director of global
Organization approval for shipping vaccines and other
business development at Sonoco ThermoSafe. “At the
temperature-sensitive materials.
same time, the cost of active systems is driving the
The squared-off dimensions of PharmaPort,
industry toward less expensive, but more complicated—
combined with a base platform that allows for forklift
and less reliable—passive systems. Our experience
movement from all four sides, has other, broader
to date tells us that PharmaPort 360 solves many of
implications. PharmaPort can easily be loaded into a
the difficulties of active systems, while providing cost
ground-transportation truck or trailer, providing an easy,
economies competitive with passive systems.”

PharmaPort 360 technology

PharmaPort 360 Dimensions

The PharmaPort system has been on the market
for several years, but with its acquisition by Sonoco
ThermoSafe in 2016, it has undergone comprehensive
upgrading since then. While it contains the batteries,
refrigeration compressor and heating element that other
active systems contain, the heart of the proprietary
technology is a multiple eutectic plate design inside a
vacuum insulated panel (VIP) shell, which maintains
a rock-steady 5°C temperature, for a minimum of 72

Exterior: 80”L x 52.2”W x 58.5”H (203 x 133 x 149 cm,
nominal)
Interior: 50.5”L x 44”W x 46”H (128 x 111 x 116 cm,
nominal)
Payload Dimensions: 49.5”L x 41.5”W x 44”H (125 x
105 x 112 cm, nominal)
Payload Weight: 1102 lbs. (500 kg)
Container Weight (Net): 1200 lbs. (544 kg)

Advertisement

Journeys in Global Logistics
high-value biopharmaceuticals with rock-steady performance
precise LTL service which avoids the
need for expensive, hard to fill reefer
trucks. PharmaPort has even been
used as a static, laboratory-grade
refrigeration system, simply by
plugging in multiple stationary units
in a warehouse. Accommodating
tempor-ary refrigerated product
overflow is a breeze.

Telemetry

Where PharmaPort really
shines, though, is in its builtin telemetry. As the only active
container with comprehensive
monitoring built into the container
structure and approved by the FAA,
the PharmaPort provides a wealth
of operational and environmental
Fig. 2. PharmaPort’s telemetry allows for simultaneous geolocation, payload and ambient
information: monitoring all internal/
temperature, and maintenance information, all viewable in one’s smartphone.
external temperature, location and
.
mechanical functions; transmitted
motion; shipment in flight; container loading/unloading,
to the cloud in near real time; and requiring no
etc.). The telemetry includes software for geofencing
human involvement to start/stop/retrieve monitors of
(ensuring that the container stays within a specified port
any kind.
or roadway).
Gone are the days of waiting until the end of a
In fact, the ease of data collection and retrieval of the
shipment for information, or lost data from an operator
PharmaPort makes it an attractive option for conducting
losing or forgetting to start or stop a logger, or weekslane validation studies. Working with a knowledgeable
long investigation processes while waiting for a
logistics provider like DHL Global Forwarding (see
logger to return from its next trip. Airlines and freight
below), a manufacturer can use the PharmaPort to
forwarders can monitor PharmaPort shipments in real
collect precise ambient data, even while mimicking
time, allowing preventive action throughout a shipment.
ground-handling or transfer activities. The PharmaPort
Subscribing PharmaPort shippers can access their
might be used for a number of initial runs at product
shipment data for the last 5 years in minutes instead
launch, and then the manufacturer and logistics provider
of weeks, including the ambient temperature lane data
have the documentation and performance data to justify
gathered by the PharmaPort.
shifting to other packaging options as a product reaches
The fact that all of the sensors and transmitters are
full commercial distribution.
built into the PharmaPort allows for full synchronization of
“Some of these capabilities exist in piecemeal
all data – time, place, temperature and mechanical. This
fashion in the industry, usually not in real time and
means at any moment of transmission, the container’s
always requiring human effort to place, program and
location, internal/external temperature and battery/
retrieve devices,” notes Day. “PharmaPort’s built-in
mechanical statistics are known—simultaneously. The
ability to securely track all these location, environmental
data are securely stored in the cloud for near-instant
and mechanical conditions just by powering on the
retrieval.
container brings significant new capability to the market.
At the same time, ambient conditions are
Additionally, as the newest vintage active container,
similarly recorded, and with onboard altimeters and
our fleet age provides additional relief from mechanical
accelerometers, a quick and easy assessment of
issues present elsewhere.”
operational conditions can be made (i.e., shipment in

Visibility to Ambient Lane Data

Case study

Sonoco ThermoSafe has worked with
DHL’s Global Forwarding business unit to
handle high-value biologics from a major
biopharma manufacturer, in this case
making a run from Amsterdam, Holland,
to Sydney, Australia for the last 18 months.
Edwin Groenewoud, Customer Relations
Team Leader at DHL Amsterdam, who
has been managing these shipments,
says that “We’ve had problems with active
containers on this shipping lane, due to
reliability issues and the lack of visibility Fig. 4. This chart represents one trip of six PharmaPort units between Amsterdam and
in tracking data. The PharmaPort 360 Sydney, with a stop at Hong Kong. Note that the ambient (external) temperatures varied
considerably at that point,º since the shipment was broken up, with a layover for four
has provided us flawless reliability, no
of the units, then departing on a separate flight. Nevertheless, the internal (payload)
temperature excursions and great visibility
temperatures of all six units hardly varied at all.
through the real-time GPS tracking.
Additionally, the Sonoco PharmaPort team
has done everything we could have asked, including
the varying conditions on these routes, but also be
creating a custom software visibility platform specific to
assured of near-identical internal temperatures of the
our needs.”
PharmaPort units.
The actual performance of the PharmaPort is
David Bang, Global Head of DHL Temperature
shown in two charts: Fig. 3 is operational data from
Management Solutions, was the driving force behind
the internal temperature sensors of the container, over
introducing the PharmaPort into the DHL portfolio.
several hundred shipments. The steady performance
“Customers routinely come to us for advice on packaging
there is even more dramatically demonstrated in Fig.
selection. What has attracted us to the PharmaPort 360
4, which shows external temperature data collected
solution is its flexibility, reliability and predictability. The
one shipment of multiple PharmaPort units, some of
telemetry allows us to manage shipments predictably,
which took different connecting flights to get to the same
and between the ground handling capabilities of the
destination. Operational managers could not only see
DHL network and the reliability of the PharmaPort, we
can provide a high level of assurance to our customers.”
Bang notes that PharmaPort has been foundational
PharmaPort 360 Internal Temperature Record
in building a stronger partnership between DHL and
Sonoco ThermoSafe, as the global capabilities of
both organizations became recognized by the two.
The pharma logistics “game,” so to speak, is in part a
balancing act in the availability of containers in the right
places at the right times, and with an ability to service
them, globally, as needed. “Both organizations have
an international footprint, and for us this has been a
wake-up call that we can meet demanding client needs
successfully,” he says.
Today’s international pharma-logistics market is
being buffeted by capacity constraints, growing demand
for high-reliability services, and tightening regulatory
requirements. At the same time, the biopharma industry
is reaching out to more global markets—in some cases,
where its quality standards are challenging to meet. Use
of the PharmaPort 360, with its reliability, simplicity and
predictable performance, can take many of the worries
Fig. 3. These data represent 463 trips between Amsterdam,
off the plate for supply chain managers and logistics
Netherlands, San Juan, PR, and Sydney, Australia, on mult-leg
providers alike. n
flights. The PharmaPort internal temperature, set at 5°C, never
varied more than 1.2° above the setpoint, or 0.1° below the setpoint.
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MAKING THE SWITCH FROM AIR TO OCEAN SHIPPING
ELI LILLY VERIFIED THE VALUE OF THERMAL BLANKETING AS AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE TRANSITION

FOR

years, the global biopharma industry has
depended on air cargo to deliver finished
products around the world, despite the fact that many of
their raw materials and APIs were being delivered by ocean
freight. The key differences have been: the high value of the
temperature-sensitive, biologic finished products (with a single
pallet potentially worth millions of dollars) and the predictability
and short time frame of air delivery—
hours or days instead of weeks.
But air cargo is arguably the
singlemost-expensive form of cargo
transport—as much as 4X what
ocean logistics cost. In the early 2010s,
Eli Lilly took on a project to evaluate
the use of ocean-borne, refrigerated
containers as an alternative to air
cargo. After exhaustive testing—using
available returned product (that had
been withdrawn from distribution)
as a near-identical stand-in for actual
product—Lilly made the switch in
2015. Since then, it has been saving
millions of dollars in shipping costs
annually. There has not been one
reject shipment, says Andrea Lynn
Guisbert-Williams, quality manager at Lilly, and in some ways,
oceanborne can be a less severe form of delivery.
Key to the Lilly undertaking is the use of thermal blankets
provided by Q Sales. Lilly is using reefer containers and Q
Sales blankets exclusively—no other insulation is necessary
for the palletized shipments.
According to Guisbert-Williams, “It was a hard sell” to
get the company to consider the air-to-ocean switch. To
address this, Guisbert-Williams’ team addressed all conceivable

conditions of delivery: 0-100°F temperatures, low/high humidity,
power outages in the reefer (which is typically run off diesel
fuel with an electrical backup), shock and vibration. “We were
surprised to learn that oceanborne freight suffers less vibration
or shaking than air cargo does,” she notes. Environmental
testing was performed at a test chamber run by the University
of Texas A&M, and a major refrigeration-equipment vendor.
Testing included pre- and post-trial
molecular analysis of the Lilly product
for stability, potency, clarity and other
factors.
The program included testing
a variety of blanket suppliers, with
Q Sales’ multilayer, breathable
PalletQuilt® winning out. Q Sales’
arrangement with Lilly includes
extensive reuse of the quilts, which
are returned from a shipment, qualitychecked and refurbished as necessary.
The quilts are redeployed up to fifteen
times, providing further cost savings.
The first oceanborne shipment
was from the US West Coast port to
Pakistan. Since then, the program has
been expanded to multiple East and
West Coast ports, with destinations all over the world.“We are
able to monitor the shipment in transit with GPS tracking and
condition monitoring,” says Guisbert-Williams. The company
is working with a major international freight forwarder to
manage operations with contracted ocean carriers. Typically,
the container is filled at a Lilly warehouse, trucked to the port,
then conveyed to the cargo ship and plugged in. Shipments
go out roughly weekly, and air cargo is generally a backup for
time-sensitive or small-quantity shipments.
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American Airlines Cargo
American Airlines Cargo specializes in temperature
controlled shipping for the pharmaceutical industry. The
airline provides 100 million pounds of weekly cargo
lift throughout its global network and offers a variety
of shipping options for customers. Its ExpediteTC°
product includes both active and passive solutions to
meet the full range of temperature-controlled shipping
needs, enabling pharmaceutical customers to select the
approach that works best for them.
American’s ExpediteTC° active solution leverages
advanced, temperature-controlled containers that
actively regulate environmental levels and protect
delicate products while in transit. The ExpediteTC°
passive solution protects prepackaged shipments
that require additional temperature control during
transport. Gel packs or dry ice used in packaging
are supplemented by American’s expert handling
and temperature-controlled environments along the
supply chain. Both options provide customers with a
variety of features that are important for pharmaceutical
shipments, such as highest priority, online shipment
tracking, skilled shipment handling, contingency

planning, a 24/7 specialized resource desk, and more.
American’s global network allows pharmaceutical
manufacturers to quickly and reliably ship to any
location. The airline offers multiple daily frequencies
to key destinations worldwide, plus fast connections
through its hubs. At many of these locations, such as
London (LHR) and Philadelphia (PHL), the airline’s
cargo terminals feature dedicated Controlled Room
Temperature (CRT) facilities specifically designed to
support passive packaging.
American continues to invest time and resources
into its cargo facilities and employees to ensure that
temperature-sensitive shipments are handled with the
care they require. Throughout the shipment process,
American keeps the pharmaceutical manufacturer, as
well as the freight forwarder, highly engaged to ensure
the correct temperatures and, therefore, product
protection at every stage of shipping.
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4ADVICE / Mechelen, Belgium
32 (0)1521 0086 / www.4Advice.eu
7PSolutions / Nashville TN
812 988 4430 / www.7psolutions.biz

A
AAR Corp. / Wood Dale, IL
630 227 2000 / www.aarcorp.com
AeroSafe Global (formerly
American Aerogel)
Rochester, NY
585 328 2140
www.aerosafeglobal.com
Agile Network LLC / Chesterfield, MO
866 686 2445 / www.agile-network.com
Air Canada Cargo / Saint-Laurent, QC
800 387 4865 / www.aircanada.com/
cargo

American Thermal Instruments, Inc.
Dayton, OH / 800 648 6339
www.americanthermal.com
Amerijet / Ft. Lauderdale, FL
800 927 6059 / www.amerijet.com

Cal/Amp / Irvine, CA
888 3CALAMP / www.calamp.com

APL / Newport Beach, CA
800 999 7733 / www.apl.com

Cargolution / Montreal, Canada
514 636 2576 / www.cargolution.com

AT&T M2M / Dallas, TX
210 821 4105 / www.att.com/m2m

Catalent Pharma Solutions
Somerset, NJ / 732 537 6200
www.catalent.com

B
Berlinger & Co. AG
Ganterschwil, Switzerland
41 (0) 71 982 88 11 / www.berlinger.ch
Biocair / Cambridge, UK
44 (0) 1223 245 223 / www.biocair.com
BioCision, LLC / Larkspur, CA
415 785 8516 / www.biocision.com

Air Charter Authority / Floral Park NY
516 719 0600
www.aircharterauthority.com

BioLife Solutions / Bothell, WA
425 402 1400
www.biolifesolutions.com

Air France/KLM Cargo / Jamaica, NY
800 556 9000 / www.afklcargo.com

Bio Pharma Logistics Group
Mont-Saint-Guibert, Belgium
32 (0) 1047 1900
www.biopharmalogistics.com

AIT Worldwide / Itasca, IL
630 766 8300 / www.aitworldwide.com
Alloga Europe / Surrey, UK
44 (0) 7765 216 977
www.alloga-europe.com
Almac Group Ltd. / Craigavon, UK
44 (0) 28 3833 2200
www.almacgroup.com

American Airlines Cargo
DFW Airport, TX
800 334 5299
www.aacargo.com

C

Cathay Pacific Cargo / Jamaica, NY
800 628 6960
www.cathaypacificcargo.com
Cavalier Logistics / Dulles, VA
800 445 1020 / www.cavlog.com
Celadon Group / Indianapolis, IN
800 235 2366
www.celadontrucking.com
Center for Supply Chain Studies
Newtown PA / 215 584 7374
www.C4SCS.org
Ceva Logistics / Edison, NJ
732 225 7600 / www.cevalogistics.com
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Eden Prairie, MN / 855 229 6128
www.chrobinson.com

BioStorage Technologies
Indianapolis, IN / 317 390 1866
www.biostorage.com

Chromatic Technologies
Colorado Springs, CO
719 592 1557 / www.ctiinks.com

Bolloré Logistics / Puteaux cedex,
France
33 1 46 96 44 33
www.bollere-logistics.com

Chronicled / San Francisco CA
www.Chronicled.com

Boyle Transportation / Billerica, MA
800 343 2004
www.boyletransport.com
Biotech & Pharma Logistcis (B.P.L.)
GmbH / Duesseldorf, Germany
49 (0)211 1576 0840
www.bplogistics.de
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Clinical Supplies Management, Inc.
Fargo, ND / 866 487 3276
www.csmondemand.com
Cold Box Express LLC / Arab, AL
256 970 2940 / www.thecoldbox.com
Coldbox Builders / Vaughn, ON
905 761 5510 / www.coldboxbuilders.ca
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Cold Chain Technologies
Franklin, MA
800 370 8566
www.coldchaintech.com
Controlant / San Francisco
860 578 4997 / www.controlant.com
Cryoguard Corp. / Colmar, PA
215 712 9019 / www.Cryoguard.com
Cryopak / Edison, NJ
888 827 3393 / www.cryopak.com
Cryoport Systems / Irvine, CA
949 232 1900 / www.cryoport.com
CSafe LLC / Dayton, OH
937 245 6350 / www.csafeglobal.com

D
Dawson Logistics / Danville, IL
618 205 8800
www.dawsonlogistics.com
DB Schenker / Irvine, CA
800 225 5229 / www.dbschenkerusa.com
Delta Cargo / Atlanta, GA
800 DLCARGO / www.deltacargo.com
Delta T GmbH / Fernwald, Germany
49 641 330 55540 / www.deltaT.de
DeltaTrak / Pleasanton, CA
800 962 6776 / www.deltatrak.com
DGP Intelsius Ltd. / York, UK
44 1904 607 390 / www.intelsius.com
DHL Express / Plantation, FL
800 225 5345 / www.dhl-usa.com
Digi International / Minnetonka, MN
866-806-2653 / www.digi.com
DKSH Hong Kong Ltd.
Hong Kong / 852 2895 0888
www.dksh.com

DoKaSch Temperature Solutions GmbH
Kelsterbach Germany
+49 6142 836 938 40
www.dokasch-ts.com

EXAM Packaging SPRL/BVBA
Strombeek-Bever, Belgium
32 (0) 2 460 77 55
www.exampackaging.be

DSC Logistics / Des Plaines, IL
847 390 6800 / www.dsclogistics.com

Exel Life Sciences / Westerville, OH
877 272 1054 / www.exel.com

DuPont Protective Solutions
Richmond, VA
www.aircargocovers.dupont.com
Dyzle BV / Almere, Netherlands
31 36 523 3900 / www.dyzle.com

Expeditors / Seattle, WA
206 674 3400 / www.expeditors.com

E

F
Farrar Scientific / Marietta, OH
740 374 8300 / www.farrarscientific.com

Eastman Chemical Company
Kingport, TN / 423 229 2000
www.eastman.com/medical

FedEx Custom Critical / Uniontown, OH
800 762 3787 / www.customcritical.
fedex.com

EFP Corp. / Elkhart, IN
574 295 4690 / www.efpcorp.com

FedEx HealthCare Solutions / Memphis,
TN / 800 463 3339
www.fedex.com/us/healthcare

Elitech Technology, Inc
Milpitas, CA / 408 844 4070
www.elitechus.com
Elpro-Buchs AG / Buchs, Switzerland
41 (0) 81 750 0311 / www.elpro.com
Emball’Iso / St. Georges de Reneins,
France / 33 (0) 4 7409 7080
www.emballiso.com
Emirates SkyCargo / Dubai, United
Arab Emirates / 971 600 566661
www.skycargo.com
Envirotainer AB / Upplands Vasby,
Sweden / 46 586 293 00
www.envirotainer.com
Escort Cold Chain Solutions SA
Gordola, Switzerland / 41 917 452 138
www.escortcoldchain.com
Escort Verification Technologies
Buchanan, VA / 540 254 1433
www.cryopak.com

Fresenius Medical Care/TruBlu Logistics
Waltham, MA 02451 / 877 632 7999
www.trublulogistics.com

G
Gemalto M2M / Munich, Germany
+49 89 21029 9400
www.gemalto.com
Geodis Wilson / Schiphol, Netherlands
31 2 06 55 71 00
www.geodiswilson.com
Global Cold Chain Solutions Pty Ltd.
Victoria, Australia / (03) 9330 3603
www.globalcoldchain.com
GMD Pharma Solutions / Oakville, ON
905 827 1300 / www.gmdpharma.ca
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H
Hellmann Worldwide Logistics GmbH
Hamburg, Germany
49 40 75 3700
www.hellmann.net

I
IAG Cargo / Heathrow Airport, UK
44 (0) 208 738 4994
www.iagcargo.com
Mesa Laboratories / Markham, Ontario
905 470-1318 / www.mesalabs.com

J. Knipper & Co. / Lakewood, NJ
888 564 7737 / www.knipper.com
Kuehne + Nagel / Jersey City, NJ
201 413 5500 / www.kuehne-nagel.com

L
Laminar Medica Ltd., Div. Sonoco
Marken / Durham, NC
919 474 6892 / www.marken.com
Life Science Logistics
DFW Airport, TX
888 844 9363
www.lslog.com

Intelsius, a DGP Company
York, UK / 44 1904 607 390
www.intelsius.com

J
Jarden Life Sciences
Hunt Valley, MD / 800 650 6139
www.jardenlifesciences.com

K
Kalibox / Plailly, France
33 (0) 3446 34040 / www.kalibox.com
Kaneka Corp. / Tokyo, Japan
81-3-5574-8000 / www.kaneka.co.jp
Kevothermal (formerly Nanopore
Insulation) / Albuquerque, NM
505 224 9373 / www.kevothermal.com

Movianto GmbH / Owens & Minor
Stuttgart, Germany
49 (0) 711 900 597 900
www.movianto.com

N
NanoCool / Albuquerque, NM
505 247 4041 / www.nanocool.com
Nature-Pack / Indianapolis, IN
800 875 7750 / www.Nature-Pack.com

O

Inmark, Inc. / Austell, GA
770 373 3300 / www.inmarkinc.com
Insulated Products Corp.
Rancho Dominguez, CA
310 638 0900 / www.ipcpack.com

MNX Global Logistics
Los Angeles, CA / 310 330 2300
www.mnx.com

M
Maersk / Florham Park, NJ
800 321 8807 / www.maersk.com
Masy Systems / Pepperell, MA
978 433 MASY (6279) / www.masy.com
MD Logistics
Plainfield, IN
317 838 8900
www.mdlogistics.com
Mediline Isothermal Solutions
Inofita Viotias, Greece
30 2262 300 32 / www.Mediline.eu.com
Menzies Aviation PLC / Heathrow
Airport, UK / 44 (0) 208 750 6000
www.menziesaviation.com
Minnesota Thermal Science/ A Pelican
Biopharma Company
Plymouth, MN / 877 537 9800
www.pelicanbiothermal.com
Modality Solutions
Indianapolis, IN / 317 466 1618
www.modality-solutions.com

Klinge Corp. / York, PA
717 840 4500 / www.klingecorp.com
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OCASA Logistics Solutions
Buenos Aires, Argentina
54 11 4785 8585 / www.ocasa.com
Oceasoft / 34000 Montpellier, France
33 (0)4 99 13 67 30
www.oceasoft.com
OM Healthcare Logistics
Mechanicsville, VA / 804 723 7000
www.owens-minor.com
OnAsset Intelligence, Inc. / Irving, TX
972 659 1619 / www.onasset.com

P
PACE Air Freight / Plainfield, IN
800 752 1418
www.paceairfreight.com
Packaging Coordinators, Inc.
Philadelphia, PA / 215 613 3600
www.pciservices.com
Packaging Technology Group, Inc.
Fall River, MA / 508 673 1300
www.packagingtech.com
PakSense / Boise, ID
208 489 9010 / www.paksense.com
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Panalpina / Morristown, NJ
973 683 9000 / www.panalpina.com

RNC Industries / Buford, GA
888 844 3864 / Rncind.com

Panther Premium Logistics/ArcBest
Seville, OH / 800 685 0657
www.pantherpremium.com

RxCrossroads / McKesson
Louisville, KY / 800 918 3252
www.rxcrossroads.com

Paxstar Specialty Logistics
Salisbury, MD / 410 995 8555
Pelican Biothermal / Torrance, CA
800 473 5422 / www.pelican.com

Southwest Airlines Cargo
Dallas, TX
800 533 1222
www.swacargo.com
Specialty Transport Solutions
International Inc.
Berlin, CT / www.spectransport.com

S
Saf-T-Pak/Inmark / Glen Burnie, MD
800 814 7484 / www.saftpak.com

Polar King International
Fort Wayne, IN / 800 223 2017
www.polarking.com

SpotSee Corp. / Dallas, TX
800 393 7920 / www.spotsee.io

Savsu Technologies / Albuquerque, NM
505 466 1962 / www.savsu.com

Polar Tech Industries / Genoa, IL
800 423 2749 / www.polar-tech.com

Sendum Wireless Corporation
Burnaby, BC / www.sendum.com

Swiss World Cargo / Atlanta, GA
404 765 6400
www.swissworldcargo.com

Priority Solutions International
Swedesboro, NJ / 800 257 4777
www.prioritysolutions.com
Protek Cargo Inc. / Napa, CA
800 439-1426 / www.protekcargo.com

Q
Qatar Air Cargo / Doha, Qatar
974 4423 5077 / www.qrcargo.com
Q Sales & Leasing / Hazel Crest, IL
708 331 0094 / www.qsales.com
QuickStat/Quick International
Jamaica, NY / 800 856 7828
www.quick.aero/quickstat

R
Randall Manufacturing / Elmhurst, IL
800 323 7424 / www.randallmfg.com
RGEES LLC / Arden, NC 28704
828 708 7008 / www.rgees.com
Rhenus Logistics
Holzwickede, Germany
49 230 129 2800 / www.rhenus.com

Sensitech/Freightwatch International
Beverly, MA / 800 843 8367
www.sensitech.com
Sentry BioPharma Services, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN / 866 757 7400
www.sentrybps.com
Singota Solutions / Bloomington, IN
812 961 1700 / www.singota.com
Skelton Truck Lines / Sharon, ON
905 895 6688
www.SkeltonTruck.com
Skycell AG / Zurich, Switzerland
41 44 533 2300 / www.skycell.ch
Sofrigam
Rueil Malmaison Cedex, France
33 (0) 1 46 69 8505
www.sofrigam.com

T
TCP Reliable / Edison, NJ
888 827 9200 / www.tcpreliable.com
Temperature Sensitive Solutions AB
Taby, Sweden / 46 8 630 0606
www.tss.se
Temptime Corp. / Morris Plains, NJ
973 630 6000
www.temptimecorp.com
TempTRIP LLC / Broomfield, CO
303 895 3455 / www.temptrip.com
Testo, Inc. / Sparta, NJ / 800 227 0729
www.testo.com
Texas Foam / Bastrop, TX
512 581 7500 / www.texasfoam.com

Softbox Systems / Buckinghamshire, UK
44 (0) 1844 203 560
www.softboxsystems.com

Thermal Shield Packaging
Div. of Frontier Paper & Packaging
Indianapolis, IN / 800 875 7750
www.thermalshield.com

Solee (Wuhan) Cold Chain Logistics
Beijing ICP 100024 / 86 10 5807 5998
www.solee56.cm

Thermo Fisher Scientific
Waltham, MA / 781 622 1000
www.thermofisher.com

Sonoco ThermoSafe
Arlington Heights, IL
800 505 1866
www.thermosafe.com

Topa Thermal / Voorhout, Netherlands
31 (0)252 245 200
www.TopaThermal.com
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Total Quality, Inc. / Grand Haven, MI
616 846 4529 / www.shiptqi.com
TOTE Maritime
Princeton, NJ
877 775 7447
www.totemaritime.com
Tower Cold Chain Solutions/Kryotrans
11 The Markham Centre / Theale RG7
4PE, UK / 44 (0) 118 932 5000
www.towercoldchain.com

TP3 Global / Softbox Systems
West Midlands B91 3DL, UK
44 (0) 845 519 1374 / www.tp3global.com
Tucker Worldwide / Haddonfield, NJ
800 229 7780 / www.tuckerco.com

U
UFP Technologies / Georgetown, MA
800 372 3172 / www.ufpt.com

United Airlines Cargo / Chicago, IL
800 822 2746 / www.unitedcargo.com
Unitrans / Los Angeles, CA
www.unitrans-us.com
UPS Healthcare Logistics
Atlanta, GA / 800 742 5877
www.thenewlogistics.ups.com/
healthcare
UTI Pharma / Brampton, ON
888 458 0055 / www.utipharma.com

L I ST I N G S BY C AT E G O RY
3PL Logistics Providers
AIT Worldwide
Air Charter Authority
Alloga Europe
Biopharma Logistics
Bollere Logistics
B.P.L
Cargolution
Cavalier Logistics
Ceva Logistics
Dawson Logistics
DHL Express
DKSH
DSC Logistics
Exel Life Sciences
Expeditors
Geodis Wilson
GMD Pharma Solutions
Hellmann Logistics
J. Knipper
Kuehne + Nagel
LifeConEx
LifeScience Logistics LLC
Lynden International
MD Logistics
Menzies Aviation PLC
MNX
Movianto GmbH
OCASA Logistics Solutions
OM Healthcare Logistics
Panalpina
Panther Premium Logistics/ArcBest
Priority Solutions International
Rhenus Logistics
RxCrossroads

Sentry BioPharma Services, Inc.
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Total Quality, Inc.
Unitrans
UPS Healthcare Logistics
UTI Pharma
Yourway Transport
Zuellig Pharma

Air Carriers
Air Canada Cargo
Air France/KLM Cargo
American Airlines Cargo
Amerijet
Cathay Pacific Cargo
DB Schenker
Delta Cargo
Emirates SkyCargo
FedEx Custom Critical
IAG Cargo
LATAM Cargo
Lufthansa Cargo
Menzies Aviation
PACE Air Freight
Panalpina
Qatar Air Cargo
Southwest Airlines Cargo
Swiss World Cargo
United Airlines Cargo
UPS Healthcare Logistics

Clinical Trial Logistics
Almac Group Ltd.
Biocair
BioCision, LLC
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BioConvergence LLC
BioLife Solutions
BioStorage Technologies
B.P.L.
Catalent Pharma Solutions
Clinical Supplies Management, Inc.
DHL Global Forwarding
FedEx
GMD Pharma Solutions
Marken
Masy Systems
Packaging Coordinators, Inc. (PCI)
Priority Solutions International
Quick International
Sentry Biopharma
World Courier Inc.
Zuellig Pharma

Instrumentation / Communications
7PSolutions
Agile Network LLC
American Thermal Instruments, Inc.
AT&T M2M
Berlinger & Co. AG
Cal/AMP
Chromatic Technologies
Chronicled
Controlant
Cryoguard Corp.
DeltaTrak
Digi International
Dyzle
Elitech
Elpro-Buchs AG
Escort Cold Chain Solutions SA
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V

W

Vaisala / Woburn, MA
781 933 4500 / www.vaisala.com

Westpak, Inc. / San Jose, CA
408 914 2996 / www.westpak.com

Va-Q-Tech AG / Wurzburg, Germany
49 (0) 931 35 9420
www.va-q-tec.com

World Courier Inc.
New Hyde Park, NY
800 221 6600
www.worldcourier.com

Escort Verification Technologies
Infitrak
Masy Systems
Modality Solutions
Oceasoft
OnAsset Intelligence, Inc.
PakSense
Sendum Wireless Corporation
Sensitech
SpotSee
Temperature Sensitive Solutions AB
Temptime Corp.
TempTRIP LLC
Testo
Vaisala
Westpak, Inc.

Ocean Freight Services
APL
Klinge Corp.
Maersk
TOTE Maritime

Tertiary Packaging and
Containers
AAR Corp.
AcuTemp Thermal Systems
AeroSafe Global
AmSafe
BioCision, LLC
BioLife Solutions
Cold Box Express LLC
Cold Chain Technologies
Cryopak
Cryoport Systems

CSafe LLC
Delta T GmbH
DGP Intelsius Ltd.
DoKaSch Temperature Solutions
GmbH
DuPont
Eastman Chemical Company
EFP Corp.
Emball’iso
Envirocooler
Envirotainer AB
EXAM Packaging SPRL/BVBA
Global Cold Chain Solutions Pty Ltd.
Infitrak
Inmark, Inc.
Insulated Products Corp.
Intelsius
Jarden Life Sciences
Kalibox
Kevothermal
Klinge Corp.
Laminar Medica Ltd.
Mediline Isothemal Solutions
NanoCool
Nature-Pack
Packaging Technology Group, Inc.
Pelican Products
PharmaTuff by EFP
Polar King International
Polar Tech Industries
Protek Cargo
Q Sales & Leasing
Randall Manufacturing
RGEES LLC
RNC Industries
Saf-T-Pak/Inmark

Y
Yourway Transport / Allentown, PA
888 778 4555
www.yourwaytransport.com

Z
Zuellig Pharma / Hong Kong
852 2845 2677 / www.zuelligpharma.com

Savsu Technologies
Skycell AG
Sofrigam
Softbox Systems
Solee Cold Chain Logistics
TCP Reliable
Texas Foam
Thermal Shield Packaging
Sonoco ThermoSafe
Topa Thermal
TP3 Global
UFP Technologies
Va-Q-Tech AG

Trucking Companies
Boyle Transportation
Celadon Group
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Exel Life Sciences
FedEx Custom Critical
Fresenius Medical Care/TruBlu Logistics
Landstar
Paxstar Specialty Logistics
Specialty Transportation Solutions
International Inc.
Tucker Worldwide
UPS Healthcare Logistics

Consulting
4Advice
Center for Supply Chain Studies
Coldbox Builders
Farrar Scientific
Modality Solutions
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